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ABSTRACT: Two isomers of Sm@C92 and four isomers of
Sm@C94 were isolated from carbon soot obtained by electric
arc vaporization of carbon rods doped with Sm2O3. Analysis of
the structures by single-crystal X-ray diffraction on cocrystals
formed with NiII(octaethylporphyrin) reveals the identities of
two of the Sm@C92 isomers: Sm@C92(I), which is the more
abundant isomer, is Sm@C1(42)-C92, and Sm@C92(II) is
Sm@Cs(24)-C92. The structure of the most abundant form of
the four isomers of Sm@C94, Sm@C94(I), is Sm@C3v(134)-
C94, which utilizes the same cage isomer as the previously
known Ca@C3v(134)-C94 and Tm@C3v(134)-C94. All of the structurally characterized isomers obey the isolated pentagon rule.
While the four Sm@C90 and five isomers of Sm@C84 belong to common isomerization maps that allow these isomers to be
interconverted through Stone−Wales transformations, Sm@C1(42)-C92 and Sm@Cs(24)-C92 are not related to each other by any
set of Stone−Wales transformations. UV−vis−NIR spectroscopy and computational studies indicate that Sm@C1(42)-C92 is
more stable than Sm@Cs(24)-C92 but possesses a smaller HOMO−LUMO gap. While the electronic structures of these
endohedrals can be formally described as Sm2+@C2n

2−, the net charge transferred to the cage is less than two due to some back-
donation of electrons from π orbitals of the cage to the metal ion.

■ INTRODUCTION
The fullerene C60 has become an iconic molecule, in part
because of its appealing icosahedral symmetry and similarity to
a soccer ball.1,2 Immediately following its initial detection,
chemists have been interested in determining whether the
inside of such a nearly spherical molecule could host other
atoms or molecules. In pursuit of that idea, La@C60 and La2@
C60 were observed by mass spectrometry shortly after C60 was
initially detected.3 In the intervening years, many endohedral
fullerenes with an array of different atoms in the interior and a
variety of carbon cage sizes have been made and identified.4−7

Some notable examples include Sc3N@Ih-C80, the third most
abundant fullerene;8 Sm2@D3d(822)-C104, the largest fullerene
cage to be characterized by X-ray crystallography;9 (H2)2@C70,
a fullerene cage encapsulating two dihydrogen molecules;10 and
Sc4(μ-O)3@Ih-C80, a fulllerene containing a seven-atom cluster
that is unknown outside this carbon cage.11

The simplest of the endohedral fullerenes are those
containing only a single atom. A surprising array of single
atoms have been found or placed inside fullerene cages

including chemically inert noble gas atoms;12 highly reactive
nitrogen atoms, which do not bond to the inside of the carbon
cage;13−15 and electropositive metal atoms. When electro-
positive metal atoms are trapped inside carbon cages, electrons
are transferred from the metal to the cage, so that an electronic
structure, M+x@(C2n)

−x, results.16−18 Thus, for the lanthanide
metals, Sc, Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and Lu, three
electrons are transferred to the cage, and the metals adapt their
usual +3 oxidation state. On the other hand, for endohedral
fullerenes with alkaline earth elements or some lanthanide
elements (Sm, Eu, Tm, and Yb,) only two electrons are
transferred to the cage. The physical properties of these
endohedral fullerenes depend upon the particular metal
encapsulated. For example, endohedrals containing radioactive
metals may be useful as imaging agents and in nuclear
medicine.19,20 When paramagnetic ions such as Gd3+ are
involved, the endohedral fullerenes have magnetic properties
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that make them useful as relaxation agents in magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI).21,22

More than 25 endohedral fullerenes containing a single
samarium atom have been isolated.23−25 These endohedral
molecules involve cage sizes ranging from C74 to C96. Electron
energy-loss spectroscopic (EELS) measurements have shown
that the oxidation state of the samarium is +2 in a number of
these molecules.26,27 To provide further fundamental structural
information about the individual Sm@C2n molecules, we have
been engaged in the isolation of these endohedrals so that
single-crystal X-ray diffraction data can be used to determine
their structures.
To date, structural studies of endohedral fullerenes

containing one samarium atom have provided the following
information. Four isomers of Sm@C90 have been identified and
isolated in sufficient quantity to determine their structures
through X-ray crystallography.28 These isomers have been
identified as Sm@C2(40)-C90, Sm@C2(42)-C90, Sm@C2v(46)-
C90, and Sm@C2(45)-C90, and constitute the most extensive
series of endohedral fullerene isomers to be examined by X-ray
diffraction. These four isomers can be related to each other
pairwise, through a sequence of Stone−Wales transforma-
tions.29 Scheme 1 shows the Stone−Wales transformation and

the pairwise possible transformations among four isomers Sm@
C90. The isomerization between two isomers of C78, which are
related by Stone−Wales transformations, has been experimen-
tally observed at a temperature of ca. 1050 °C.30 In addition,
three different studies of Sm@C84 have produced evidence for
five different isomers of this endohedral.25,31,32 The relative
abundances of these isomers appear to depend upon the
chemical source of samarium used in the fullerene generation.
X-ray crystallographic characterization has identified two of
these isomers as Sm@D3d(19)-C84 and Sm@C2(13)-C84.

31 On
the basis of UV/vis/NIR spectral similarities to ytterbium
endohedral fullerenes,33 whose structures have been deter-
mined by 13C NMR spectroscopy, two other isomers of Sm@
C84 have been identified as Sm@C1(12)-C84 and Sm@C2(11)-
C84. The structure of the fifth Sm@C84 isomer remains
unknown. Sm@C2(13)-C84 and Sm@C1(12)-C84 can be
interconverted by a single Stones−Wales transformation, as
can Sm@C1(12)-C84 and Sm@C2(11)-C84. Sm@D3d(19)-C84
cannot be converted into any of the other known Sm@C84
isomers by a single Stone−Wales transformation, but it can be
related to these other isomers through a series of trans-
formations involving as yet unobserved isomers.
Here, we report structural studies on some of the largest

known Sm@C2n endohedrals: Sm@C92 and Sm@C94. For
fullerenes larger than C70, the cage can exist in different
isomeric forms. The number of these isomers increases as the
number of carbon atoms in the fullerene increases.34 Thus, for

C92 there are 86 fullerene isomers that obey the isolated
pentagon rule (IPR), which requires that each pentagon be
surrounded by five hexagons. If the IPR is violated, which
happens for the single-atom endohedral, La@C2-C72,

35 and a
number of other endohedral fullerenes,36−41 then there are 126
409 possible isomers. For C94, there are 134 IPR-obeying
isomers and 153 493 fullerene isomers that do not obey the
IPR, but consist of a network of hexagons and 12 pentagons.
There have been only a few structural studies of fullerenes

containing cage sizes as large as C92 and C94. Two endohedral
fullerenes containing a C92 cage have been crystallographically
characterized: Gd2C2@D3(85)-C92

42 and Sm2@D3(85)-C92.
43

A crystallographic study of C92(CF3)16 formed by treatment of
a mixture of higher fullerenes with trifluoromethyl iodide
revealed that the D2(82)-C92 isomer was a component of the
mixture.44 This process also formed C94(CF3)20, which was
characterized crystallographically and found to utilize the
C2(61)-C94 cage.45 Crystallographic studies of Tm@C94 and
the most abundant isomer of Ca@C94 revealed that both
endohedrals use the same C3v-C94 cage.

46

■ RESULTS
Isolation of Two Isomers of Sm@C92. As was outlined

previously, carbon soot containing a mixture of empty cage
fullerenes and samarium endohedral fullerenes was prepared by
vaporizing a graphite rod filled with Sm2O3 and graphite
powder in an electric arc.17,28,47 The carbon soot was extracted
with o-dichlorobenzene and concentrated. The soluble extract
was then subjected to a multistage high pressure liquid
chromatographic (HPLC) isolation process involving two
complementary chromatographic columns (Buckyprep-M and
Buckyprep) with either chlorobenzene or toluene as the eluent.
Two isomers of Sm@C92 were isolated in relative yields of 50:3
for Sm@C92(I) and Sm@C92(II). Figure 1 shows the HPLC

chromatograms of the purified samples of these two Sm@C92
isomers. Figure 2 shows the laser-desorption, time-of-flight
(LD-TOF) mass spectra of Sm@C92(I) and Sm@C92(II). The
insets show expansion of the experimental and computed
spectra.
The UV−vis−NIR absorption spectra of Sm@C92(I) and

Sm@C92(II) are shown in Figure 3. Sm@C92(I) has the lower
energy onset of absorption at ca. 1330 nm and absorption
bands at 1113, 979, 681, 645, and 451 nm, while Sm@C92(II)
displays bands at 950, 840, 682, 607, and 480 nm and an onset
of absorption at ca. 1290 nm. Previously, Liu and co-workers

Scheme 1. Stone−Wales Transformation and the Pairwise
Interconversions of the Four Isolated Sm@C90 Isomers

Figure 1. Chromatograms of the purified Sm@C92 isomers on a
Buckyprep column with toluene as the eluent. The HPLC conditions
are flow rate 4.0 mL/min, detecting wavelength of 450 nm.
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reported the isolation of two isomers of Sm@C92.
25 The

spectrum they report for their isomer I appears to be produced
by a mixture of the two isomers reported here, whereas the
spectrum they found for their isomer II corresponds to the
spectrum we observed for our Sm@C92(I). The spectrum of
Sm@C92(I) is similar to those of Yb@C92

48 and Ca@C92,
49 but

quite different from those of Gd2C2@D3(85)-C92,
43 Dy2C92(I,

II, III),50 Er2C92(I, II, III, IV),
51,52 and La3N@C92,

53 as well as

that of the hollow isomer of C92 prepared by arc burning or
combustion.54,55

Crystallographic Characterization of Sm@C92(I) as
Sm@C1(42)-C92. A sample of Sm@C92(I) was cocrystallized
with Ni(OEP) to facilitate crystal growth and the formation of
material with sufficient internal order to allow structural
analysis, as previously described.56 Figure 4A shows a drawing

of the fullerene cage and two symmetry-related sites for the
major samarium atom site. The crystallographic data indicate
that Sm@C92(I) utilizes a fullerene cage with no symmetry,
C1(42)-C92, but one that does obey the IPR. This cage has a
rather oblong shape with a long axis (as defined by the distance
from C5 to C88) of 9.46 Å. The spatial relationship between
the Ni(OEP) molecule and the endohedral fullerene can be
seen by turning to Figure 5. As outlined in the Experimental
Section, this structure suffers from disorder in the Sm positions.

Figure 2. The LDI-TOF mass spectra of the purified samples of Sm@
C92(I) and Sm@C92(II). The insets show expansions of the observed
and calculated isotope distributions.

Figure 3. UV/vis/NIR absorption spectra of the purified isomers of
Sm@C92 in carbon disulfide solution. The minor features in the 1650−
1800 nm region are artifacts.

Figure 4. The structures of (A) Sm@C1(42)-C92 in Sm@C1(42)-
C92·Ni

II(OEP)·2(toluene) and (B) Sm@Cs(24)-C92 in Sm@Cs(24)-
C92·Ni

II(OEP)·1.6(toluene)·0.4(benzene). Thermal contours are
shown at the 20% level in (A) and the 30% level in (B). The vertical
line shows the long direction in each cage but is not a symmetry
element. In (A) the major Sm site along with its symmetry generated
counterpart is shown inside the predominant orientation of the cage.
Only the major Sm site is shown in (B).
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The major samarium site has 50% occupancy, but there are four
other samarium sites with occupancies ranging from 26% to
6%.
Crystallographic Identification of Sm@C92(II) as Sm@

Cs(24)-C92. Cocrystallization of Sm@C92(II) with Ni(OEP)
produced crystals of Sm@Cs(24)-C92·NiII(OEP)·1.6-
(toluene)·0.4benzene, which were used for the crystallographic
analysis. Figure 4B shows a drawing of Sm@Cs(24)-C92 that
allows its structure to be compared to that of the other isomer.
As with Sm@C1(42)-C92, the fullerene cage in Sm@C92(II)
obeys the IPR and has an oblong shape with an even longer
distance of 9.59 Å between C11 at one apex and the midpoint
of the C65−C84 bond at the opposite apex. There is more
disorder in the Sm@Cs(24)-C92·Ni

II(OEP)·1.6(toluene)·0.4-
(benzene) structure than in the previous structure. For
example, there are three C92 cages in the asymmetric unit
with occupancies of 73%, 16%, and 11%, and there are seven
Sm positions. The major position is at 50% occupancy, while
the other six have occupancies ranging from 16% to 5%. Figure
6 shows the relative orientation of the major orientation of the
fullerene and nickel porphyrin.
Computational Studies of the Sm@C92 Isomers. The

electronic structures of samarium-containing endohedrals can
be formally expressed as Sm2+@C2n

2−. Geometric optimizations
using DFT methodology were conducted to compare Sm@
C1(42)-C92 and Sm@Cs(24)-C92. The results are shown in
Table 1. Sm@C1(42)-C92, which is the more abundant of the
two isomers, is the more stable. It also possesses a smaller
HOMO−LUMO gap than that of Sm@Cs(24)-C92. In that
regard, it is interesting to note that Sm@C1(42)-C92 has a lower
energy onset of absorption, at ca. 1330 nm, than Sm@Cs(24)-
C92, whose onset occurs at 1290 nm.
The electronic ground states of Sm@C1(42)-C92 and Sm@

Cs(24)-C92 possess a spin multiplicity of 7 due to the six 4f
electrons on samarium. Using a Mulliken population analysis,
the atomic charge on samarium in both isomers is 1.69. Thus,
the net charge transferred from samarium to carbon cage is less
than two.57 According to a composition analysis of the orbitals,
the samarium donates its two 6s electrons to the cage, but the
5d orbitals of samarium receive some back-donation of
electrons from the occupied π orbitals of the cage.

Consequently, there are weak covalent interactions between
the samarium and the cage carbon atoms through the overlap of
these orbitals. The occurrence of such back-donation has been
suggested in another computational study on endohedrals of
the type M@C82.

57 The back-donation of the charge is
consistent with the spin density distribution on the samarium,
which slightly exceeds the maximum of 6, seen in Table 1.
Figure 7 shows the computed spin distribution within the two
Sm@C92 isomers with high spin density as expected on
samarium and minor amounts of opposite spin transferred onto
the immediately adjacent carbon atoms of the fullerene cage.
Figure 8 shows plots of the electrostatic potential in terms of

total electron density mapped on the isosurface facing the
Ni(OEP) molecule for the two isomers of Sm@C92. The
positions of the carbon atoms closest to the nickel atoms are
indicated by red arrows and correspond to the closest contacts
seen in Figures 5 and 6. As noted previously,58 those positions
on the fullerene surface nearest the nickel are in regions of
significant positive potential as denoted by the blue-green color.
This arrangement places regions of positive potential on the
fullerene near regions of negative potential around the nitrogen
atoms of the porphyrin as reported earlier for empty cage
fullerenes such as D5h(1)-C90.

58

Isolation of Four Isomers of Sm@C94. Four isomers of
Sm@C94 were isolated from the same carbon soot used to
obtain the two Sm@C92 isomers. Details for the separation are
given in the Supporting Information. The HPLC chromato-
grams of the purified samples of the four Sm@C94 isomers are
shown in Figure 9. Of these, Sm@C94(I) was the most
abundant. The relative abundances of the four isomers were
100:20:25:1 for Sm@C94(I), Sm@C94(II), Sm@C94(III), and
Sm@C94(IV), respectively. The much longer retention time of
Sm@C94(IV) suggests it has a much different shape than the
other three isomers. Figure 10 shows the laser-desorption, time-
of-flight (LD-TOF) mass spectrum of Sm@C94(I) with the
insets showing expansions of the experimental and computed
spectra. The mass spectra for the other three isomers are similar
and are given in the Supporting Information.
The UV−vis−NIR absorption spectra of the four Sm@C94

isomers are shown in Figure 11. The spectrum of Sm@C94(I)
shows an onset of absorption at 1230 nm and a series of

Figure 5. A drawing showing the orientation of the NiII(OEP)
molecule with respect to the fullerene in Sm@C1(42)-
C92·Ni

II(OEP)·2(toluene). The Ni···C43 distance is 2.983(4) Å.
Only the major Sm site is shown.

Figure 6. A drawing showing the orientation of the fullerene, Sm@
C1(42)-C92, with respect to the NiII(OEP) molecule in Sm@Cs(24)-
C92·Ni

II(OEP)·1.6(toluene) ·0.4(benzene). The Ni···C79 distance is
3.053(6) Å. Only the major Sm site is shown.
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absorptions at 1137, 860, 780, 605, 475, and 436 nm. Earlier,
Liu et al. reported that they had isolated three isomers of Sm@
C94.

25 The UV−vis−NIR spectrum they report for their isomer
(I) is similar to the spectrum we report for Sm@C94(I). Thus,
both groups have produced the same isomer. However, the
spectrum they show for their isomer II is rather similar to the
spectrum they showed for their isomer I and, therefore, similar
to our Sm@C94(I). The spectrum reported for their isomer III
is rather featureless, and we cannot associate it with any of the
spectra shown in Figure 11. The UV−vis−NIR spectrum we
report for Sm@C94(I) is similar to the spectra reported for
crystallographically characterized Ca@C3v(134)-C94

46 and
Tm@C3v(134)-C94

46 and is also similar to that reported for
Yb@C94(I).

49

Crystallographic Analysis of Sm@C94(I) Reveals It Is
Sm@C3v(134)-C94. Black parallelepipeds of Sm@C3v(134)-
C94·Ni

II(OEP)·2toluene were obtained by cocrystallization of
Sm@C94(I) with Ni(OEP) and used for structural analysis.
Attempts were made to obtain crystals from the other three
isomers, but none of those efforts produced crystals that gave
suitable X-ray diffraction. Figure 12 shows the structure of this
endohedral, while Figure 13 shows the relative orientation of
the fullerene and the Ni(OEP) molecule. In the major

orientation of the cage (83%), one of the mirror planes of
the molecular C3v symmetry coincides with a site of
crystallographic mirror symmetry. The minor orientation
(17% overall) does not utilize the crystallographic symmetry
and is, therefore, disordered with respect to the mirror plane.
The major Sm site (60.2%) and three minor Sm sites (21.2%,
13.2%, and 5.4%) are all located on the crystallographic mirror
plane. In addition, Sm1 is located near the 3-fold axis of
symmetry of the molecule and lies over one of the 6:6 ring

Table 1. Relative Energies (ΔE, kcal mol−1) and HOMO−LUMO Gaps (in eV) of Sm@C92 and Sm@C94 Isomers Calculated at
B3LYP/3-21g Level

isomer ΔE, kcal mol−1 HOMO−LUMO gap, eV ground state atomic charge on Sm spin density on Sm

Sm@C1(42)-C92 0.0000 1.697 7A 1.692 6.02

Sm@Cs(24)-C92 0.3456 1.916 7A′′ 1.689 6.03

Sm@C3v(134)-C94 2.159 7A′′ 1.695 6.02

Figure 7. The spin density distributions of the Sm@C1(42)-C92 (left)
and Sm@Cs(24)-C92 (right) at the isovalue of 0.0005e.

Figure 8. The plots of electrostatic potential in terms of total electron
density (0.001 e/bohr3) mapped on the isosurface facing the Ni(OEP)
molecule for the two isomers of Sm@C92. Two-dimensional
projections of the bonds onto the plots are also shown for clarity.
The red arrows indicate the carbon atoms nearest the nickel ion.

Figure 9. Chromatograms of the isolated Sm@C94 isomers on a
Buckyprep column with toluene as the eluent. The HPLC conditions
are flow rate 4.0 mL/min, detecting wavelength of 450 nm.

Figure 10. The LDI-TOF mass spectra of the purified sample of Sm@
C94(I). The insets show expansions of the observed and calculated
isotope distributions. The experimental mass spectra of the other three
isomers, which appear in the Supporting Information, are nearly
identical and differ only in the signal-to-noise ratio in each spectrum.
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junctions that radiate from the C3 axis. The two shortest Sm−C
distances are 2.536(4) and 2.567(3) Å. The positioning of Sm1
in Sm@C3v(134)-C94 is similar to that of the major calcium site
in Ca@C3v(134)-C94 and the major thulium site in Tm@
C3v(134)-C94.

46 The length of the C94 cage as defined by the
distance between C74, which lies at the apex of the 3-fold axis,
and the centroid of the opposing hexagon is 9.007(7) Å.
Computational Studies on the Electronic Structure of

Sm@C3v(134)-C94. Computational studies analogous to those
performed for the Sm@C92 isomers were also conducted for
Sm@C3v(134)-C94. Table 1 summarizes the relative energy,
HOMO−LUMO gap, and spin density on Sm. Figure 14 shows
the computed spin distribution within the Sm@C3v(134)-C94

molecule. There is high spin density on the samarium ion and
minor amounts of opposite spin transferred on the immediately
adjacent six carbon atoms of the fullerene cage (Figure 15).
Figure 8 shows plots of the electrostatic potential of Sm@
C3v(134)-C94 in terms of total electron density mapped on the
isosurface facing the Ni(OEP) molecule. The positions of the

Figure 11. UV/vis/NIR absorption spectra of the purified isomers of
Sm@C94 in carbon disulfide. The minor features in the 1650 − 1800
nm region are artifacts.

Figure 12. The structure of Sm@C3v(134)-C94 in Sm@C3v(134)-
C94·Ni

II(OEP)·2(toluene), showing the major form of the cage with
83% occupancy. Thermal contours are shown at the 35% probability
level. The major Sm site with 60.2% occupancy is shown. There is a
crystallographic mirror plane, which bisects C75, C74, and Sm1. All of
the other three Sm sites line on this plane.

Figure 13. The orientation of Sm@C3v(134)-C94 relative to the
porphyrin in Sm@C3v(134)-C94·Ni

II(OEP)·2(toluene). The Ni···C31
distance is 3.161(3) Å. Only the major Sm site is shown.

Figure 14. The plot of electrostatic potential in terms of total electron
density (0.001 e/bohr3) mapped on the isosurface facing the Ni(OEP)
for Sm@C3v(134)-C94. Two-dimensional projection of the bonds onto
the plot is also shown for clarity. The red arrow indicates the carbon
atom nearest the nickel ion.

Figure 15. The spin density distributions of the Sm@C3v(134)-C94 at
the isovalue of 0.0005e.
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carbon atoms closest to the nickel atoms are indicated by red
arrows and correspond to the contacts seen in Figure 13. As
with the Sm@C92 isomers, the portions of the fullerene surface
nearest the nickel are regions of significant positive potential as
denoted by the blue-green color.

■ DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Two isomers of Sm@C92 have been isolated and identified as
Sm@C1(42)-C92 and Sm@Cs(24)-C92. Generally, fullerenes are
highly symmetric. For example, consider the three most
abundant fullerenes: C60 and Sc3N@Ih-C80 have cages with
icosahedral symmetry, while C70 has D5h symmetry. However,
as the sizes of the fullerene cages increase, the number of
possible, IPR-obeying isomers with C1 symmetry also increases.
Thus, for C92, 38 of the 86 IPR-obeying isomers have C1

symmetry (while eight have Cs symmetry).34 Recently, our
laboratories reported the structural characterizations of the first
pristine empty-cage fullerenes with C1 symmetry, C1(30)-C90

and C1(32)-C90,
59 as well as the first endohedral fullerene with

C1 symmetry, Sm2@C1(21)-C90.
43

Unlike the situation for the four Sm@C90 and the five Sm@
C84 isomers, where all isomers belong to common isomer-
ization maps and can be converted into one another through
Stone−Wales transformations as noted in the Introduction,
Sm@C1(42)-C92 and Sm@Cs(24)-C92 are not related to each
other by any set of Stone−Wales transformations.34 The
fullerene cage Cs(24)-C92 cannot be converted into any other
C92 isomer through Stone−Wales transformations, while
C1(42)-C92 belongs to an isomerization map that relates it to
57 other C92 isomers.34 Thus, the formation of these
endohedral fullerenes does not necessarily rely upon Stone−
Wales transformations to produce the experimentally observed
set of isomers. Similar considerations also pertain to empty cage
fullerenes. For example, three isomers of C90 have been
structurally characterized.58,59 The most plentiful of these
obtained from Sm2O3-doped graphite rods is D5h(1)-C90. This

isomer cannot be converted into any other C90 isomer through
Stone−Wales transformations.
It is significant to note that the fullerene isomers found in

Sm@C1(42)-C92 and Sm@Cs(24)-C92 are different from the
isomer found in the related endohedral fullerenes containing a
C92 cage, Gd2C2@D3(85)-C92,

42 and Sm2@D3(85)-C92.
43 As

pointed out elsewhere, the charge transferred from the interior
contents to the fullerene cage is a very significant factor in
determining which cage isomer is most stable.6,16,17 For Sm2@
D3(85)-C92 and Gd2C2@D3(85)-C92, the cage accepts four
electrons from the interior atoms, whereas in Sm@C1(42)-C92
and Sm@Cs(24)-C92, only two electrons are transferred from
samarium to the carbon skeleton. The differences in charge
transferred alter the selection of appropriate cage.
Four isomers of Sm@C94 were isolated from carbon soot

obtained by electric arc vaporization of carbon rods doped with
Sm2O3. The most abundant of these isomers has been
identified as Sm@C3v(134)-C94. For a carbon cage with 94
atoms, there are 134 isomers that obey the isolated pentagon
rule, and 89 of these have C1 symmetry. Only one isomer has
C3v symmetry, and this is the isomer that has been
crystallographically characterized in the three M2+@C94

2−

species: Sm@C3v(134)-C94, Ca@C3v(134)-C94, and Tm@
C3v(134)-C94.

55 It is interesting that this is not the most
favorable isomer that would be expected based on the
maximum pentagon isolation rule for a C94

2− cage.6 Yet,
theoretical calculations for neutral C3v(134)-C94 show that the
HOMO, of e symmetry, can accommodate an additional two
electrons to form the dianion (see the Supporting Informa-
tion).
As seen with the isomers of Sm@C90 and Sm@C84,

28,31 there
is considerable uncertainty on the locations of the samarium
atoms in Sm@C1(42)-C92, Sm@Cs(24)-C92, and Sm@
C3v(134)-C94 due to the presence of disorder in both the
cages and the metal atom positions. It appears that the
samarium atoms are rather free to move about the inside of
these carbon cages and adopt a range of locations upon

Table 2. Crystal Data and Data Collection Parameters

Sm@C1(42)-C92
·NiII(OEP)·2(toluene)

Sm@Cs(24)-C92
·NiII(OEP)·1.6(toluene)·0.4(benzene)

Sm@C3v(134)-C94
·NiII(OEP)·2(toluene)

isomer Sm@C92(I) Sm@C92(II) Sm@C94(I)
formula C142H60N4NiSm C141.6H59.2N4NiSm C144H60N4NiSm
fw 2031.00 2025.39 2055.02
color, habit black needle black prism black parallelepiped
crystal system monoclinic monoclinic monoclinic
space group C2/m C2/c C2/m
a, Å 25.5517(7) 47.306(4) 25.6869(8)
b, Å 15.3002(4) 15.0840(12) 15.1248(5)
c, Å 20.8629(6) 25.625(2) 21.3153(6)
β, deg 95.307(4) 117.664(2) 97.368(2)
V, Å3 8121.3(4) 16195(2) 8212.8(4)
Z 4 8 4
T (K) 90(2) 90(2) 100(2)
radiation (λ, Å) Mo Kα 0.71073 Mo Kα 0.71073 synchrotron 0.7749
unique data 12 776 [R(int) = 0.0369] 26 909 [R(int) = 0.0328] 16 962 [R(int) = 0.0647]
parameters 1196 6003 2683
restraints 1179 1622 1377
obsd (I > 2σ(I)) data 9384 18 786 16 962
R1a (obsd data) 0.0603 0.1203 0.0517
wR2b (all data) 0.1813 0.3520 0.1523
aFor data with I > 2σI, R1 = (∑∥Fo| − |Fc∥)/(∑|Fo|).

bFor all data, wR2 = (∑[w(Fo
2 − Fc

2)2])/(∑[w(Fo
2)2])1/2.
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crystallization. Drawings showing the locations of the major
sites for the samarium ions relative to the fullerene cages are
shown in the Supporting Information along with tables showing
the shortest Sm−C distances.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Formation and Isolation of the Sm@C92 and Sm@C94

Isomers. An 8 × 150 mm graphite rod filled with Sm2O3 and
graphite powder (Sm:C atomic ratio 1:40) was vaporized as the anode
in DC arc discharge under optimized conditions. The raw soot was
sonicated in o-dichlorobenzene for 8 h and then filtered with aid of a
vacuum. After the solvent was removed with a rotary evaporator,
chlorobenzene was added to redissolve the dry extract. The resulting
solution was subjected to a four-stage HPLC isolation process without
recycling. Chromatographic details are given in the Supporting
Information.
Ultraviolet−visible−near-infrared (UV−vis−NIR) spectra were

obtained through the use of a UV-4100 spectrophotometer (Hitachi
High-Technologies Corp.) with samples dissolved in carbon disulfide.
Crystal Growth. Black prisms of Sm@Cs(24)-C92·Ni

II(OEP)·1.6-
(toluene)·0.4(benzene) were obtained by slow diffusion of a solution
of Sm@C92(I) in toluene into a solution of NiII(OEP) in benzene.
Black needles of Sm@C1(42)-C92·Ni

II(OEP)·2(toluene) were ob-
tained by the slow diffusion of a solution of Sm@C92(I) in toluene into
a solution of NiII(OEP) in toluene. Black parallelepipeds of Sm@
C3v(134)-C94·Ni(OEP)·2toluene were obtained by diffusion of a
solution of Sm@C94(I) in toluene into a solution of NiII(OEP) in
toluene.
Crystal Structure Determinations. The black crystals of both

cocrystals were mounted in the nitrogen cold stream provided by a
Cryo Industries low temperature apparatus on the goniometer head of
a Bruker SMART diffractometer equipped with an ApexII CCD
detector. Data were collected with the use of Mo Kα radiation (λ =
0.71073 Å). The crystal of Sm@C3v(134)-C94·Ni

II(OEP)·2(toluene)
was mounted in the 100(2) K nitrogen cold stream provided by an
Oxford Cryostream low temperature apparatus, on a Bruker
diffractometer and detector of beamline 11.3.1 at the Advanced
Light Source in Berkeley, CA. Diffraction data were collected using
synchrotron radiation that was monochromated with silicon(111) to a
wavelength of 0.77490(1) Å. Crystal data are given in Table 2. The
structures were solved by direct methods (SHELXS97) and refined by
full-matrix least-squares on F2 (SHELXL97).60

The structure of Sm@C1(42)-C92·Ni
II(OEP)·2(toluene) shows

disorder in the Sm sites. The final model included five Sm positions.
Sm1 and Sm2 are the predominant sites, with occupancies of 0.25 and
0.13, respectively. Sm3, Sm4, and Sm5 were assigned occupancies of
0.05, 0.04, and 0.03, respectively. The total occupancy for all Sm’s is
0.5 in the asymmetric unit, but, with Z = 4, there is one Sm per C92.
Only Sm1 and Sm2 were refined with anisotropic thermal parameters.
One of the toluene sites is disordered with respect to a second
orientation.
The structure of Sm@Cs(24)-C92·Ni

II(OEP)·1.6(toluene)·0.4-
(benzene) shows disorder in some of its components. However, the
major components of the structure, Sm1, the major orientation of C92,
and the Ni(OEP), are well-defined and easily show up from solution of
the structure. The occupancy of Sm1 refined to near 0.50 and was,
therefore, fixed at this value. The other six Sm positions have
occupancies that range from 0.05 to 0.16 with the total occupancy of
Sm in agreement with 1.00 Sm per C92. There are three positions for
the C92; the major position, at a refined occupancy of 0.729(2), was
freely refined with anisotropic displacement parameters. The other two
orientations were found by successive difference maps and refinement
of C1(42)-C92 rigid groups based on the geometry of the major ball.
The two minor orientations of C1(42)-C92 were kept isotropic. Their
refined occupancies are 0.160(2) and 0.111(2). The structure also
contains two disordered solvate sites: one with two orientations of
toluene with occupancies 0.65/0.35, and the other with toluene (0.60
occupancy) and two orientations of benzene (0.30 and 0.10
occupancy).

In crystals of Sm@C3v(134)-C94·Ni
II(OEP)·2toluene, there are two

orientations of the C94 cage. The major orientation, with refined
occupancy of 0.413(1), utilizes the crystallographic mirror symmetry.
Thus, 8 atoms reside on the mirror plane and 43 are in general
positions. The second orientation with 0.087(2) fractional occupancy
does not use crystallographic symmetry, the ball is disordered with
respect to the mirror plane, and the 94 carbon atoms were refined.
There is also disorder involving four different Sm positions, all of
which lie on a crystallographic mirror plane. Their refined occupancies,
which were constrained to add to 0.5, are Sm1, 0.301(3), Sm2,
0.106(3), Sm3, 0.066(5), and Sm4, 0.027(6).

Computational Details. Geometries of Sm@C1(42)-C92, Sm@
Cs(24)-C92, and Sm@C3v(134)-C94 were fully optimized by nonlocal
density functional calculations at the B3LYP level.61 The effective core
potential and basis set developed by Stevens et al. were used for
samarium (CEP-31g),62 and the split-valence 3-21g basis set was used
for carbon. All calculations were carried out with the Gaussian 03
program.63
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